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Abstract
Describing the pore habit of methane hydrate in sediment matrices is essential for
understanding natural  distribution of methane hydrate, methane trace (transport
and  solidification)  in  the  hydrate  stability  zone,  physical  properties  of  hydrate-
bearing sediments, and the associated influence on potential gas production. Pore
habit visualization in natural media at pore scale even with laboratory synthesized
cores has been challenging due to the similar densities of methane hydrate from
pore liquid. In this work, we used phase-contrast assisted micro-CT with potassium
iodine-doped brine  to  visualize  four  phases:  sand particles,  pore  fluid,  methane
hydrate and methane gas. This study visualizes the pore habit of methane hydrate
at  various  stages  including  during  hydrate  formation  in  excess-gas  systems,  its
evolution after brine injection to replace pore fluid, and hydrate formation in excess-
water systems. Hydrate tends to adopt round and smooth surfaces when in contact
with water while exhibits relatively angular interfaces when in contact with methane
gas. Hydrate formation in excess-gas systems results in a partial cementing and
partial mineral-coating pore habit, while hydrate in excess-water systems develops
mainly  as  pore-filling,  and  locally  cementing  or  mineral-coating  where  big  gas
pockets exist at the initial state. Pore liquid replacement from methane gas to brine
triggers a shift of hydrate pore habit towards pore-filling. Methane hydrate evolution
over time produces bigger hydrate particles but with less contact area with sand
particles.  The  effects  of  hydrate  pore  habit  become  less  important  as  hydrate
particle  size  exceeds  the  pore  size.  Additionally,  hydrate  formation  could  trap
residual methane gas and brine as inclusions. 
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1. Introduction
Gas hydrate  has  gained increasing attention due to  its  great  potential  to
impact climate and to serve as a new energy resource [Boswell, 2009; Boswell and
Collett,  2011;  Collett  et  al.,  2010].  Research  on  hydrate  has  expanded  from
laboratory  studies  to  pressure  core  testing  and  field  tests  [Choi  et  al.,  2014;
Dallimore et al., 2012;  Lee et al., 2013;  Li et al., 2018;  Santamarina et al., 2015;
Waite and Spangenberg, 2013;  Yamamoto et al., 2014], yet our understanding of
physical properties of hydrate bearing sediments is still limited. Hydrate pore habit,
that  is  where  hydrate  exists  within  the  pore  space  of  a  porous  medium,
fundamentally affects the physical properties of hydrate-bearing sediments (HBS).
An  understanding  of  this  is  critical  for  gas  production,  including  practical
estimations of gas production rate, well  stability,  sea floor settlement etc.,  as it
determines hydrological and geomechanical properties of the sediments [Boswell et
al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Shin and Santamarina, 2017; Waite et al., 2008; Waite et
al.,  2009].  Quite  a  few  models  have  been  developed  based  on  idealized  habit
assumptions including: cementing, pore-filling, mineral-coating, and load-bearing to
attribute them to the overall properties of the hydrate bearing sediments [Chand et
al., 2006;  Dvorkin et al., 2000;  Kleinberg et al., 2003;  Spangenberg, 2001]. These
models  are  frequently  used  to  infer  hydrate  saturations  based  on  field
measurements of wave velocities and electrical conductivities as well as to estimate
the potential  behavior of  the reservoir  [Ghosh et al.,  2010;  Shankar and Riedel,
2011;  Wang  et  al.,  2011;  Weitemeyer  et  al.,  2011].  Recent  studies  use  these
conceptual  assumptions to curve-fit the relation between hydrate saturation and
sediment acoustic properties of laboratory synthesized cores [Yun et al., 2007] and
field measurements of  wave velocities  [Kleinberg and Dai,  2005;  Winters  et  al.,
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2011]. Micromodel studies have also provided insights in 2.5 dimension transparent
systems under reasonable conditions [Almenningen et al., 2017; Hauge et al., 2016;
Katsuki et al., 2006;  Katsuki et al., 2007;  Katsuki et al., 2008;  Tohidi et al., 2002;
Tohidi et al., 2001], however these systems do not have realistic mineral surface
and roughness, or a third dimension. To the best of our knowledge, there is no pore-
scale study providing direct observations on pore habit of methane hydrate to date.
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Micro-Computed  Tomography  (CT)  has  been  extensively  used  to  study
hydrate-bearing sediments [Choi et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2005; Lee et
al., 2013;  Rees et al., 2011;  Seol and Kneafsey, 2009;  Yun et al., 2011]. Its non-
destructive nature enables the 3D visualization of the inner structure of a specimen
while  the  specimen  is  kept  under  hydrate  stable  pressure  and  temperature
conditions. Over time, reported CT results tend to show increasing resolution from
microns [Jin et al., 2008; Lei and Santamarina, 2018; Ta et al., 2015] to even sub-
microns  [Chaouachi  et  al.,  2015;  Sell  et  al.,  2016;  Yang et  al.,  2016].  Although
spatial  resolution  is  improving,  attenuation  resolution  is  a  major  remaining
challenge because methane hydrate has similar X-ray attenuation coefficients to
water, which make it difficult to separate water from hydrate. Surrogate hydrate
forming gases such as Krypton or Xenon have been used to distinguish the hydrate
from  the  fluid  phase  [Chaouachi  et  al.,  2015;  Chen  and  Espinoza,  2018],  or
alternately, an enhancing agent such as potassium iodide (KI) has been often added
to the water phase without optimization on concentration [Kerkar et al., 2014; Ta et
al., 2015]. The salt contained in water can shift the phase boundary of methane
hydrate  [Sloan  and  Koh,  2008],  and  ion-exclusion  during  hydrate  formation
[Egeberg  and  Dickens,  1999;  Hesse,  2003] as  well  as  freshening  effect  during
hydrate dissociation [Milkov et al., 2004] also make the hydrate behavior different
from that in deionized water; but natural hydrate formation mostly occurs in brine
environments. However, 3D structure of methane hydrate within pore space and its
response  to  various  disturbances  have  yet  to  be  investigated  with  direct  high
resolution visualization approach. 
We  have  used  high  resolution  micro  CT  scanning  to  visualize  the  3-D
occurrence, habit, and behavior of methane hydrate in sediment matrices. Our tests
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aim to mimic natural conditions, where a large amount of gas invades a hydrate
stability zone and accumulates underneath a seal layer resulting in a local excess-
gas system. Here, water saturation may vary and only ‘immobile’ water is left in the
local  environment, resulting in pendular water being enclosed by connected gas
accumulations. Secondly, as the hydrate formation consumes the gas, surrounding
brine will flow in to replace pore fluid, which would incur pore habit evolution. We
model this by brine injection into the excess-gas-formed hydrate. Lastly, we also
examine hydrate formation in excess-water (non-connected gas phase) systems by
examining the condition where a small amount of gas bubbles are trapped in the
sediment during their  upward  migration and gas  hydrate  forms in  such excess-
water system. We will present the pore habit of methane hydrate and its evolution
over the sequential transitions of hydrate-contacting fluid filling in pore space. The
wettability  of  hydrate  crystals  to  the  quartz  surface  and  morphology  of  single
hydrate  crystals,  as  well  as  the  hydrate  growth  patterns  will  be  discussed with
respect  to  hydrate’s  interaction  with  sediment  components.  Based  on  our
observations, pore habit of methane hydrate in natural conditions will be projected.
2. Experiment 
2.1 Experiment configuration 
Specimen preparation. Ottawa sand 40/70 (210-380 μm in diameter, mean
grain size 250 μm), and deionized water were used to prepare the initial specimen.
F110 sand (70-150 μm in diameter, mean grain size 120 μm) was used for one layer
in ExG-KI-1 (See Table 2 for further details), packed on top of the 40/70 Ottawa
sand. Before placing the sand in the sleeve,  the sand was mixed with water to
achieve desired water contents and then packed into the rubber sleeve. The total
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core volume was 1.71 ml (d = 6.35 mm,  h = 54 mm), and the pore volume was
~0.6±0.07  ml  with  a  porosity  of  ~0.35±0.04  (segmented  from  CT  images).
Following hydrate formation, 5 wt% of KI (SIGMA-ALDRICH, purity > 99%) solution
was  flushed through the  specimen to  replace  the  pore  fluid.  Paper  filters  were
placed  on  both  ends  of  the  specimen  to  prevent  sand  particle  migration  and
potential clogging inside connecting lines. 
Seven experiments were performed and scanned using an XRadia Micro-CT
400. Figure 1 shows the experiment configuration adopted in this study. We used a
beryllium X-ray  transparent  core  holder  that  provides  a  confining  stress  to  the
specimen  by  applying  fluid  pressure  to  an  elastomer  sleeve  containing  the
specimen. The core holder was placed on a Peltier plate underlain by an aluminum
plate  that  serves  both  as  the  mounting  base  and  heat  dissipator.  The  whole
configuration  inside  the  cabinet  of  micro-CT  scanner  was  always  connected  to
pressure  and  power  sources  via  flexible  lines  and  cables  to  ensure  unstrained
rotation of the core holder during the scans.
Control  of  temperature,  pressure  and  effective  stress. Temperature  was
controlled  using  a  Peltier  plate  that  extracted  heat  from the  specimen  via  the
beryllium core holder and transferred to the aluminum plate for dissipation. The
region of the coreholder that was X-ray CT scanned was covered with a plexiglas
jacket filled with dry air for thermal insulation. The air-filled jacket was designed to
minimize  noise  in  CT  images  that  can  appear  when  random pattern  foam-type
insulation  materials  are  used.  The  beryllium  core  holder  is  a  good  thermal
conductor,  yet there was still  a temperature gradient along the specimen (~0.7
°C/cm), i.e., a temperature difference of ~4 °C between the top and bottom of the
specimen, due to the single Peltier plate on the bottom of the core holder. We used
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syringe pumps to control pore pressure (flow injection and receiving, ISCO 500 HP)
and  confining  pressure  (ISCO  100  DX).  The  radial  effective  stress  (confining
pressure minus pore pressure) was kept constant to maintain a steady soil skeleton.
The pore pressure was measured by a pressure transducer (Setra 204E, 0-20.7 MPa
(0-3000 psi), ±0.11% FS) on the injection side. The back pressure in the receiving
ISCO pump was equilibrated with the the pore pressure transducer each time before
injections. Temperature measurement was made by a thermocouple (OMEGA TJC36,
K type, diameter 254 μm (0.01 inch)) inserted into the specimen to a depth of ~6
mm from the top. 
CT scans. The X-ray micro CT scanner used in this study was an Xradia/Zeiss
400. Three modes of CT scans were used in this study (Table 1): 1) quick overview
scan; 2) middle resolution scan; and 3) high resolution scan. The middle resolution
scans  were  performed  to  check  the  status  of  hydrate  formation/fluid  migraiton
processes  while  the high resolution  scan  was  only  taken when the  system was
relatively stable. Figures 4-7 present post-processed CT images with colored phases
for  better  guided  visualization,  while  raw  images  in  Figures  8,  9  and  11  are
presented  to  focus  on  image  quality  variations  and  intrepretations  of  featured
artifacts. As with general CT images, the CT images display the average condition of
the specimen during the scan period, not an image at a single point in time. A
particular voxel in the pore space could be occupied by phase one (e.g. methane
gas) earlier and phase two (e.g. hydrate) later during the scan. This is particularly
important for the high resolution extended scans. Interface movements caused by
processes such as hydrate formation and bubble collapse can occur during the scan.
Well-defined  boundaries  indicate  stable  interfaces  between  constituents  of  the
specimen  during  a  scan  period,  e.g.,  distinct  sand  surface  indicates  a  stable
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sediment  skeleton,  whereas  blurred  interfaces  capture  transient  processes  (e.g.
blue  lines  encircled  areas  in  Figures  8).  Detailed  CT  scan  configuration,  image
contrast  enhancement  via  phase-contrast  CT  and  optimization  of  KI  solution
concentration, and related image processing techniques are covered in  Lei et al.  
[2018]  .
2.2 Experiment purpose and procedure 
Experiment  purpose  & simulated  natural  conditions. Current  experimental
simulations aim to mimic natural conditions where hydrate reservoir develops. We
present  seven  independent  experiments  that  contain  three  hydrate
formation/evolution paths. 1) A large quantity of gas invades the hydrate stability
zone and accumulates underneath a seal layer to create a local excess-gas system
with only ‘immobile’ water left. The first stage of our experiments is to simulate
hydrate  formation  under  the  excess-gas  condition.  2)  As  the  hydrate  formation
consumes the gas, surrounding water would flow in. The second stage of the test is
to reproduce such conditon with brine injection flooding pore space.  3)  Hydrate
formation in excess-water systems is simulated lastly by creating a condition where
a certain amount of gas bubbles are trapped in the sediment under hydrate stability
condition;  these  gas  bubbles  may  be  locally  interconnected,  but  are  eventaully
enclosed by water. Table 2 lists pressure, temperature, saturation of each phase at
each stage, and duration of each experiment step. Figure 2 provides the pressure
and temperature trajectories used in all the experiments.
Excess-gas hydrate formation. Excess-gas hydrate formation was emulated in
five experiments (labeled ExG) where gas was free to percolate.  In  the earliest
experiment (ExG-KI-1) we lowered the temperature first before taking a reference
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CT scan, then introduced the gas flow into the specimen during pressurization. The
gas flow caused water movement that disturbed the reference point for comparison
in 3D CT images, which results in difficulties understanding the differences between
the original reference state and later stages caused by hydrate formation or gas
flow  associated  processes.  To  enable  the  comparison  between  sequences  of
images, in the other four experiments we increased the pore pressure and confining
pressure to the targeted value first before conducting the reference scan, and then
changed the temperature. When hydrate formation was triggered by temperature
decrease after the reference scan, the shift of mass distribution in the specimen
was only due to hydrate formation. All five experiments except ExG-KI-2 in Table 1
were  left  undisturbed  for  a  minimum  of  48  hours  so  that  the  systems  could
approach equilibrium on hydrate formation before CT scanning. 
Hydrate evolution during and after KI solution injection. Three experiments
(labeled ExG-KI) were performed to determine the influence of KI solution injection,
and monitor the evolution of hydrate pore habit after the brine injection. In these
tests,  about  2  pore  volumes  of  5  wt%  of  KI  solution  were  injected  into  the
specimens  from  the  bottom  under  hydrate-stable  pressure  and  temperature
conditions. To accompish this, the pressure in the receiving pump was decreased to
drive the flow. The pressure difference between the flow in and out was less than
200 kPa. Fresh KI solution was injected to eliminate methane gas dissolving into the
solution, in order to avoid potential clogging in the injection lines. We were able to
inject KI solution through the specimen at the pre-step pressure and temperature
conditon  in  ExG-KI-1  and  ExG-KI-3  (See  Table  2  for  specific  pressure  and
temperature  values),  but  had  to  increase  the  specimen  temperature  close  to
methane hydrate phase boundary in ExG-KI-2 to remove clogging. 
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Excess-water hydrate formation. In experiment ExW-1 hydrate was reformed
by decreasing the temperature in the same specimen used for experiment ExG-KI-3
(after hydrate dissociation by temperature increase in a closed system). The water
was already methane saturated and the hydrate formation was under excess-water
condition. Here we define this excess-water condition as the isolated gas bubbles or
larger gas pockets occupying several connected pores entrapped in water-saturated
sediments (Figure 8a). The gas supply was limited to these isolated gas pockets,
and the water in the specimen was entirely inter-connected. The water contained
dissolved KI in ExW-1. Experiment ExW-2 started with a specimen initially saturated
with high pressure methane gas at low temperature, then flooded with deionized
water to form hydrate with the residual gas trapped in pores. The injected deionized
water did not contain dissolved methane. 
Hydrate dissociation. Thermal stimulation or depressurization were used to
trigger  hydrate  dissociation  at  the  end  of  all  the  experiments.  When  thermal
stimulation  was  used  (ExG-KI-3  and  ExG-2),  the  temperature  was  gradually
increased in a closed system, that is, the valves on both ends of the specimen were
closed.  The  confining  pressure  increased  at  the  same  rate  as  pore  pressure,
maintaining  constant  effective  stress.  Hydrate  dissociation  in  the  rest  of  the
experiments was attained through depressurization. Constant effective stress was
maintained during all dissociation experiments except ExG-1, where the confining
pressure was kept at 13.79 MPa with zero pore pressure. CT scans were conducted
after dissociation. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Pressure-temperature signatures 
Figure 3a shows the typical  pressure and temperature response observed
when hydrate formed in our experiments. Temperature spikes were less than 1 °C
when  hydrate  started  to  grow after  nucleation,  and  there  was  a  corresponding
pressure drop indicating gas consumption due to hydrate formation. The pressure
drop stopped as hydrate formation ceases and temperature reaches its asymptotic
value. Note that even after the pressure and temperature appeared to be stable,
hydrate  morphology evolved  continuously  during  our  experiments.  The  CT scan
performed the first day after the temperature spike usually contains noisy images
showing blurred interfaces indicating interface movement and phase evolution. 
The pressure-temperature trajectory during hydrate dissociation by thermal
stimulation is displayed in Figure 3b. The hydrate phase boundary shifted to a lower
temperature or higher pressure as the ion (KI) concentration in water increased.
Hydrate started to dissociate at the shifted phase boundary when hydrate was in
contact with the pore fluid at the concentrated ionic concentrations (~8% KI), but
the pressure-temperature trajectory  moved towards  the methane hydrate phase
boundary of deionized water as the released water freshened the pore fluid and
diluted the ion concentration. The hydrate dissociation was complete when the KI
solution  was  diluted  to  ~2%,  indicated  by  the  cease  of  pore  pressure  increase
despite of the imposed temperature increase by turning off the Peltier plate. The KI
concentration  was  lower  than  5% because  water  was  released  from  the  initial
hydrate in place. The ion concentration change during the hydrate dissociation was
consistent with the decrease in brightness of KI solution in CT images. 
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3.2 Observations from CT images 
Phase identification in CT images. The brightness of different phases in 3D
reconstructed images corresponds to the average of their attenuation coefficients
weighted based on the effective spectrum of the specific CT scan configuration [Lei
et  al.,  2018].  There are  5 different phases in CT images in  this  study,  and the
brightness follows the order from highest: sand > KI solution > deionized water ≈
methane hydrate > methane gas. The brightness of KI solution increases with the KI
concentration, which can be an indirect signal of hydrate formation or dissociation
that concentrates or dilutes the pore fluid. Apart from the brightness, the use of
phase contrast CT yields bright-dark pair patterns induced by density differences at
the interfaces between neighboring phases, in particular sand-water (KI solution),
sand-gas, as well as sand-hydrate. Note that deionized water cannot be separated
definitively from methane hydrate in CT images based on the brightness contrasts
or the bright-dark pair patterns without the additional enhancement from the added
KI. The contact between methane hydrate and gas is distinguishable, however not a
smooth  interface  (Figure  9),  which  is  quite  different  from the  smooth  interface
between liquid and gas determined by Laplace equation (Figure 8a). We use the
interface roughness to verify the existence of  a hydrate shell  enclosing the gas
phase in Figure 9. 
Note that the bright-dark pair pattern between sand and hydrate in our CT
images is not caused by the water film. Reported thickness of water film on ice
surfaces is no more than 100 nm at -1 °C [Furukawa et al., 1987; Smit and Bakker,
2017],  which  is  far  smaller  than  the  resolution  of  the  CT  scanner,  while  the
diffraction induced pair pattern is ~ 3 μm on average between the bright-dark pair
edges. 
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Excess-gas hydrate formation experiments (ExG). At the low water saturation
used,  the  gas  phase  was  connected  throughout  the  specimen  and  hydrate
formation  was limited by the availability  of  water.  Figures 4a and 4b show the
image  attenuation  shifts  (image  of  interest  minus  reference  image)  on  X-ray
projections  at  selected  times  of  5  minutes  (a)  and  81  hours  (b)  after  the
temperature spike. Red areas indicate added mass compared to the initial  case
before the temperature spike with uniform water distribution. There was fast water
movement within  24 hours  after  the temperature spike,  shown as concentrated
mass gain areas in the upper center of the core in Figure 4a. The mass migration
slowed down noticeably after the first 24 hour period, and approached equilibrium
(Figure  4b)  between  24  hours  and  81  hours  after  the  temperature  spike.  This
observation  is  consistent  with  previous  P-wave  measurements  with  larger
specimens  [Choi et al., 2014], where both wave velocity and amplitude increased
rapidly during the first 24 hours after the temperature spike before stabilized over
~60 hours after the temperature spike. In our tests, hydrate formation was the only
driving  force  for  water  movement,  which  has  been  confirmed  with  another
complementary experiment (not documented here) where an identical core showed
no obvious mass migration patterns without hydrate formation. 
The 3D reconstructed images (Figure 4c) focusing on the top portion of the
2D projection in Figure 4b show two clearly distinguishable regions, either filled with
hydrate (lower half)  or  with methane gas (upper half).  The 3D scan with higher
resolution (Figure 4d) reveals even clearer hydrate separation from other phases.
Note that the highlighted area is a small portion of the specimen, and because mass
can exchange throughout the specimen, mass conservation within the highlighted
area does not apply. 
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Figure 4e displays the mass migration with time. The local hydrate saturation
Sh at the end of formation is ~95% in slice B and 0% in slice A. In Slice A there were
signs of hydrate formation during 7h-20h. Later, mass moved away and the hydrate
volume  gradually  diminished.  In  Slice  B,  water  moved  out  initially  after  the
temperature  spike  (7h-20h)  but  flowed  back  during  the  continuous  hydrate
formation period as hydrate formation drew water from the surrounding area and
hydrate saturation increased (30h-43h and 68h-81h). The evolution sequence on
slice B suggests that the pore space was mainly filled with hydrate.  During the
entire  course  of  hydrate  formation,  the  pressure  remained  constant  while  the
temperature oscillated over a range of  ~1.5 °C. Note that the CT images alone
cannot differentiate deionized water from hydrate; therefore it is not guaranteed
that all the blue area in Figure 4e is filled with hydrate. Yet the sequence of images
in  Figure  4e  reveals  the  history  of  hydrate  growth  over  extended  period.
Interpretation  of  CT  images  is  based  on  not  only  the  pixel  intensity  but  also
morphology and morphology evolution: hydrate is with rough edges; while water is
with smooth interfaces.
Figure 5 shows relatively stable hydrate formed at least 54 hours after the
temperature spike. Note that all the hydrate particles are attached to an adjacent
sand surface. Some of the hydrate may appear suspended in 2D slices (Figures 5a
and b), but in 3D view, they are attached to neighboring sand particles. Individual
hydrate particles tend to have rounded shapes where hydrate saturation Sh = 5%
and 13%. Hydrate starts to connect adjacent sand particles as hydrate saturation
increases to 13%. This hydrate provides new contacts other than the original sand-
to-sand  contact  points  to  the  sand  skeleton,  important  for  geomechanical  and
geophysical properties. As hydrate saturation increases to 25%, hydrate particles
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spread on sand surfaces and form finger-like spreading patterns of hydrate that
display rough surfaces and limited thickness as shown in Figures 5c, (more similar
observations can be found in Figure 7c and 7h with zoomed 3D view), and hydrate
often connects adjacent sand particles. The thickness of hydrate in the direction
perpendicular to the sand surface is usually less than ~40 μm across the specimen
(Figure 5c). Meanwhile, we observed no thin layer or film-like hydrate coating on
sand surfaces. Irregularly shaped residual gas pockets fill up the rest of pore space
when hydrate saturation Sh increases to 95% (Figures 5d and 4e-slice B). 
During  and  after  brine  injection. KI  brine  was  injected  at  pressure  and
temperature conditions either  deep inside the methane hydrate stability field in
experiments  ExG-KI-1  and  ExG-KI-3  (12.41  MPa,  10  °C  and  10.69  MPa,  5  °C,
respectively) or close to the phase boundary in ExG-KI-2 (6.89 MPa, 9 °C). Most of
the  hydrate  formed  under  unsaturated  condition  was  preserved  at  its  original
location during the brine injection when the injection pressure and temperature
condition occurred deep within methane hydrate stability field (Figure 6a, c and d).
In contrast, we suspect that hydrate could be detached from the sand surface, flow
along with the brine and congregate in bigger pores if pressure and temperature
conditions are close to phase boundary (Figure 6b, ExG-KI-2). Some of the hydrate
particles  observed  in  a  large  pore  space  (Figure  6b)  appear  to  be  attached  to
adjacent  hydrate  particles  rather  than  on  the  sand  surface,  implying  that  they
detached from the original formation location and were transported to the current
location. Also note that the hydrate distribution in Figure 6b is concentrated in the
big pores, which could serve as the main flow channels, while hydrate particles in
the other three tests are relatively well distributed. Local hydrate saturation in 6d is
higher  than in 6c because the small  pores in 6d preserved more water  initially
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before hydrate formation under the excess-gas condition.
Hydrate morphology evolved quickly after the KI solution injection. Hydrate in
brine-saturated pores tends to have a smoother surface than that in direct contact
with methane gas.  The contact  area between hydrate and sand particle greatly
reduced as hydrate got bigger and rounder (3D view in Figures 7h and 7i). Some of
the hydrate that was originally ‘cementing’ adjacent sand particles got redistributed
towards a pore-filling hydrate,  which could contribute to the decrease in overall
stiffness or wave velocities of the specimen [Choi et al., 2014 & 2018]. As hydrate
morphology changed with KI  solution injection, it  is clear that the contact angle
between hydrate and sand particle mostly became larger than 90 degrees in brine
environment (see the 3D view in Figure 7i), which implies that the sand surface has
more affinity to water than hydrate. Contact angle at certain spots in Figure 7i looks
smaller than 90 degrees because: 1) there are areas with trapped gas (see Figure
7f); 2) the transition of hydrate pore habit is still ongoing. 
There was gas left behind after KI solution flushes (Figures 6 and 7d). The
amount of trapped gas increased with hydrate saturation as hydrate sealed more
fluid flow paths. Additional hydrate formed from the KI solution and residual gas,
resulting in a hydrate volume increase (compare Figures 7d-f). 
Hydrate formation in excess-water (brine) condition. Gas supply was limited
in excess-water  hydrate formation (ExW-1 and ExW-2) (Figure 8).  The specimen
after  dissociation  driven  by  temperature  increase  in  ExG-KI-3  was  used  as  the
starting  point  of  Experiment  ExW-1.  Hydrate  formed  during  cooling  under  the
excess-water condition occurred initially at the brine-gas interface. This turned into
a layer of hydrate along the brine-gas interface. As hydrate reformation consumed
gas, the gas pressure became lower than the surrounding water pressure. When the
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pressure difference supported by the hydrate shells exceeded the strength of the
shell, the shell cracked, and brine invaded into the gas pocket resulting in hydrate
forming in spikes as shown in the yellow circled area (Figure 8b). Hydrate continued
to grow into gas pockets with the additional supply of water and most of the gas
pockets  disappeared  within  6  days.  Small  bubbles  transformed  into  hydrate
particles (green circle enclosed area in Figures 8b and 8d) in the first 2 days, which
later became larger as they experienced Ostwald ripening. As water was consumed
during hydrate formation, KI concentrated in the residual solution. Note the initial
hydrate  in  Figure  8  was  very  heterogeneous  in  texture  with  gas  and  brine
inclusions, and it ripened to form larger and rounder hydrate particles (green circle
enclosed area). 
Experiment ExW-2 used deionized water  rather  than  brine in  the hydrate
formation  (Figure  9).  Hydrate  shell  formation  and  cracking  occurred  in  ExW-2.
Massive hydrate spikes formed in the circled area where there was a big methane
bubble initially, and these spikes transformed into a complex network. Although it is
clear  the  methane  gas  and  deionized  water  is  separated  by  hydrate  shells,
difficulties  remain  in  the  determination  of  hydrate  saturation  in  the  specimen
because of the density resolution of the CT scans: the thickness of the hydrate shell
is  unknown,  and  there  could  be  hydrate  particles  in  pores  that  appears  to  be
saturated with water.
An earlier effort [Choi et al., 2014] used thermal cycles after brine flooding to
dissociate existing hydrate formed in excess-gas conditions and re-form hydrate in
excess-water conditions. The resulting hydrate pore habit, although not verified with
pore-scale  observation,  should resemble those observed in this experiment,  i.e.,
mainly  pore-filling,  which  is  also  consistent  with  their  P-wave  velocity
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measurements.
4. Analyses and discussion
The observed hydrate distributions and its evolution pattern in pore space
described  above  help  improve  current  understanding  on  hydrate  nucleation,
hydrate formation and associated mass migration, and resulting hydrate pore habit.
This  section  provides  outcomes  of  detailed  analysis  on  such  issues,  as  well  as
further discussion on anticipated characteristics of naturally occurring hydrate, and
implications on hydrate-bearing systems based on the experimental observations.
4.1 Hydrate nucleation 
Hydrate nucleation is critical as it is a precursor for later hydrate pore habit
and  distribution  pattern.  Three  potential  mechanisms  at  various  water  contents
include nucleation at the water-gas interface, on small water droplets clinging to the
sand surface, and from dissolved methane in pore spaces filled with water. 
Hydrate nucleation preferentially occurs  on water-gas interfaces and more
often on sand-water-gas contact lines, and frequently forms a shell  covering the
interface (See examples in  [Servio and Englezos,  2003;  Subramanian,  2000]). To
induce hydrate formation, pressurization of a pre-cooled system could be effective
for  prompt  nucleation  with  mechanical  stimulations  associated  with  the
pressurization process, compared to the pre-pressurized system with post-cooling.
The nucleation in the pre-cooled system with post pressurization can be further
expedited by micro water droplets formed on the sand surface with cooling. When
the initial water saturation is low (< ~10%) so that gas can freely percolate, cooling
before  pressurization  allows  water  condensation  on  sand  surfaces  first  before
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hydrate nucleation. Cooling from T = 22 °C to 5 °C (data from [Hardy, 1998]) could
cause water vapor pressure drop from 2.65 kPa (density ρ = 19.4 grams/m3) to 0.9
kPa  (ρ =  6.8  grams/m3).  The  reduced  moisture  in  vapor  phase  corresponds  to
1.2×10-5 volume of  dew in  1  unit  volume of  pore space,  or  a  ~1 μm diameter
droplet in a pore space with 50 μm in diameter. 
The  third  nucleation  mechanism  for  hydrate  nucleation  from  dissolved
methane molecules in methane saturated water [Spangenberg et al., 2005] has not
been observed in our experiments because we cannot detect hydrate formation in
water phase with our micro CT observations.
4.2 Hydrate growth and mass migration 
Hydrate formation is a dynamic process, as shown in Figure 4, governed by
various thermodynamic and hydrochemical mechanisms such as mass migration of
hydrate forming constituents, heat transfer and pressure equilibrium, and salting
out  with  high  salinity  in  brine.  When  these  processes  occur  in  non-uniform
poroelastic skeleton, the resulting hydrate distribution patterns and pore habit can
significantly vary locally with dominant pore filling fluid changes. Hydrate formation
displays distinctive features under excess-gas conditions, excess-water conditions,
and during the transition between these conditions, and hydrate growth patterns
under these sets of conditions reveal corresponding mass migration mechanisms. 
Hydrate growth over sand particle surfaces. Our experiments clearly show
hydrate growing over sand particle surfaces in both excess-gas (e.g., Figures 7a and
7c)  and excess-water  cases.  The sand surfaces  in  contact  with  methane gas in
Figure 8a are mostly covered by a layer of hydrate in Figure 8c (area in red circle).
The hydrate growth covering the mineral surface has also been observed in glass
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micromodels (Figure 2B in Tohidi et al.   [2001] ). The initial water saturation (isolated
cyan spots in Figure 7g) is not able to support locally concentrated hydrate in Figure
7h and mechanisms for water  migration are required.  Hydrate generally formed
throughout porous medium is mostly inter-connected in 3D space, which implies
that the water supply path can be associated with the hydrate network, via either
hydrate-methane gas interface or hydrate-sand interface. If the water migration is
via the hydrate-methane gas interface, it would be more likely that the transported
water would thicken the hydrate layer rather than to move towards the hydrate
formation  front  (Figure  10a),  thus  it  would  be  more  plausible  to  expect  water
migrate between the hydrate and sand. Furthermore, hydrate often forms shells at
the water-gas interface under excess-water conditions, and the water migration via
hydrate-methane gas interfaces (e.g. area in the red circle in Figure 8b) would not
be feasible, therefore the water supply to the formation front over sand particles is
very likely to be via the water film between sand and hydrate. The water migration
driven by capillarity via water film between hydrate and sand surfaces facilitates
hydrate  formation  near  the  original  water  menisci  initially  (Figure 10a)  and  the
additional  hydrate  formation  extends  the  water  supply  path  so  that  hydrate
formation advances further. This mechanism helps to extract water from other parts
of the specimen to fill ~20% of the pore volume in the scanned area in Figure 7,
and the transport distance is farther than 2.3 mm (~10 particles).
Hydrate growth into gas pockets. Hydrate growth into gas pockets has been
widely  observed  under  excess-water  condition.  Hydrate  spikes  observed  in  this
scenario could resemble the ice spikes  [Libbrecht and Lui, 2004] and “soda straw
stalactites” [Curl, 1972]. The center of the tube serves as a water conduit to further
facilitate hydrate growth into the gas space (Figure 11c).  Hydrate growth in the
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spike form happens at multiple spots randomly and continues until the gas in the
pockets becomes depleted or it hits the other side. Hydrate spike formation with
brine (Figures 8b and 11b) seems much shorter in length than those with deionized
water (Figures 9 and 11a). The ion-exclusion process creates a local spot with high
salinity  around  the  spike  tip,  which  prevents  further  tube-like  hydrate  growth
(Figure 11d). Note that this mechanism of hydrate formation is different from the
formation of hair-like or needle-like hydrate crystals reported in Servio and Englezos  
[2003]   and Lei and Santamarina   [2018] .
Extended hydrate evolution via diffusion. The hydrate morphology evolves
after its initial formation, mainly via diffusion driven by concentration gradients of
water vapor in methane gas or dissolved methane in brine/water. This concentration
gradient is associated with the difference in hydrate crystal sizes (Figures 10b and
10c). Water vapor migration in excess-gas condition is via diffusion in methane gas
therefore is fast for both short (sub-pore to pore) range and long range (pore to cm
scale) transport when compared with diffusion of dissolved methane in water phase.
The water vapor diffusion occurs between standalone hydrate particles, as well as
between hydrate in different parts of the specimen. For example slices A and B in
Figure 4 show evidence of transport distance longer than 1.2 mm (~5 particles). In
contrast,  in  excess-water  systems,  dissolved  methane  transport  via  diffusion  in
water could be four orders of magnitude slower [Cussler, 2009] therefore it’s range
of impact is relatively short (estimated to be mainly within the same pore) at the
limited  laboratory  time  scale.  Diffusion  of  dissolved  methane  occurs  when
cementing and mineral-coating hydrate formed under the excess-gas cases evolves
towards pore-filling hydrate after brine injection, and between hydrate particles with
different sizes, which facilitates Ostwald ripening.
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4.3 Morphology of single hydrate particles
Micro-CT  cannot  distinguish  single  hydrate  crystals  from  polycrystalline
masses, and even though some of the hydrate particles appear to originate from
more than one hydrate nuclei, “particles” here refers to these hydrate masses. 
Hydrate particle surface: round or angular? The majority of particles appears
angular under excess-gas conditions (Figure 5), including local gas pockets under
excess-water conditions (Figure 8 and 9). By contrast, all the hydrate in contact with
brine exhibited round surfaces (e.g., after KI injection into excess-gas systems or
excess-water/brine condition). Such hydrate particle morphology may result from
two major conditions; (1) brine as a contacting phase and (2) pressure-temperature
conditions near the hydrate phase boundary. The stable crystal shape is dependent
on  the  interfacial  free  energy,  which  tends  to  be  minimized  as  a  crystal  form,
whether it is in contact with methane gas with water vapor or water with dissolved
methane, in accordance with the Wulff construction [Herring, 1951]. In addition, a
stable crystal  surface can shift  from having facets  to  round when the pressure-
temperature condition approaches to hydrate phase boundary, which is commonly
known as roughening effect,  also observed in hydrate formation in micromodels
[Katsuki  et  al.,  2006;  Katsuki  et  al.,  2007].  The salt  contained in the pore fluid,
which gets further concentrated as more hydrate forms, could shift the methane
hydrate phase boundary close to the actual pressure-temperature condition of the
hydrate  in  the  experiment,  and  this  boundary  shift  in  brine  environment  could
trigger  roughening  effect.  Extensive  investigations,  however,  have  yet  to  be
performed to gain insights on dominant mechanisms on evolving hydrate surface
morphology.
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Contact angle. The contact angle of hydrate on quartz sand surface under
excess-water conditions is close to 120° while it ranges from 40° to 100° under
excess-gas conditions (estimated from 3D views in CT images). The Young-Dupre
equation expresses the contact angle as a function of mutual interfacial tensions
(Figure 10d):
γbs=γas+γabcosθab (1)
where γ is the interfacial tension, subscripts a, b and s refer to substrates a and b
and the solid quartz  s,  and  θ is the contact angle. There are three cases in our
experiments: substituting [h, g], [h, w], and [w, g] for [a, b] in Equation 1, where h,
w, and g stand for hydrate, water, and gas respectively. We obtain the following
relation with the three equations in these cases:
γhgcosθhg=γhwcosθhw+γwgcosθwg (2)
The contact angle θwg of water on quartz surface when in contact with methane is
~40° estimated from Figure 8a within its  3D environment.  We assume that  the
interfacial  tension  between  hydrate  and  methane  gas  or  water  equals  to  that
between ice and gas or water, i.e., γhg = 109 mJ/m2 [Mason, 1971] and γhw = 33 mJ/
m2 [Anderson, 2003;  Hillig, 1998]. Also, the interfacial tension between water and
high pressure methane could be extrapolated from [Massoudi and King, 1974] γwg =
65 mJ/m2 (P = 11 MPa, and T = 25 °C). Then equation (2) is satisfied if θhg = 72° and
θhw = 120°, which are consistent with our observations. Note that the contact angle
is not the same along the sand-hydrate-water or sand-hydrate-gas contact line since
the surface free energy of the hydrate lattice varies as a function of orientation.
Therefore, it is an average contact angle. This contact angle analysis indicates that
quartz surface favors water rather than methane hydrate in excess-water case, but
slightly prefers hydrate to methane gas in excess-gas systems. 
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4.4 Hydrate pore habit 
We  have  discussed  hydrate  habits  in  pore  space  with  varied  water
saturations and proposed hypotheses on mass migration mechanisms supporting
the hydrate habits observed in this study. Insights into hydrate pore habit is critical
when  the  dynamic  processes  including  heat  flow,  fluid  migration,  seismic  wave
transmission, and mechanical  integrity under evolving stress condition are major
concerns  for  predicting behavior  of  hydrate-bearing  reservoir  upon stimulations.
This section will review existing concepts of pore habit and discuss refined concepts
based on new observations from this study. For the discussion, we use four types of
hydrate  pore  habit:  cementing,  mineral  coating,  pore-filling,  and  load  bearing,
proposed by [Waite et al., 2009]. 
1) Cementing hydrate is defined as hydrate present at sediment contact points,
which significantly increases the contact area between adjacent sand particles. It
is  widely  hypothesized  that  hydrate  formed  under  excess-gas  conditions  will
have a cementing habit resembling the shape of pendular water menisci. Our
observation shows cementing hydrate is irregular in shape. The contact angle
between the hydrate and sand surface is different than that between water and
sand surface indicating that the hydrate is less wetting (but still wetting) to the
silica sand, and it also varies with location. Furthermore, hydrate formation is
likely to draw some of the water away from the pendular rings to sustain hydrate
growth  along  sand  surfaces,  and  it  often  accompanies  with  mineral-coating
hydrate. 
2) Mineral coating habit develops as hydrate grows on sand surfaces under excess-
gas  conditions.  This  hydrate  growth  advances  in  limited  preferred  directions
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(similar to a fingering effect, see Figure 7h for examples) rather than uniform
surface coating. A uniform thin layer of hydrate coating on sediment surfaces
often referred in the literature conflicts with our observation. 
3) Pore-filling hydrate is often misleadingly depicted in schematics in the literature
as  particles  floating  in  the pore space.  Our observations  are  that  pore-filling
hydrate grows attached to the sand surface outward to fill the pore space. In
addition, pore-filling hydrate has a contact angle of ~120° under excess-water
conditions and its growth is away from the sand surface.
4) The concept of load bearing hydrate is from the mechanical point of view. We
highlight that hydrate can bear the load [Yun et al., 2007] and subsea samples
have been collected of hydrate veins which has to bear load, although hydrate is
not necessarily bearing the load. Hydrate in this study does not bear load even
though  hydrate  fills  pore  space  as  high  as  74% as  there  is  no  discernable
sediment skeleton deformation during hydrate formation or dissociation under
constant effective stress of 1.38 MPa. The main reason is that the load has been
taken by  the  sediment  skeleton  and hydrate  formation/dissociation  does  not
change the original stress status. 
Cementing hydrate is dominant when the initial water saturation is low, but
mineral-coating gains more importance as water saturation increases. All the other
hydrate formation processes including isolated hydrate particles on sand surface,
hydrate shell in gas pockets, and hydrate spike formation tend to occur primarily in
pore-filling hydrate. Multiple hydrate pore habits can coexist, especially as hydrate
saturation  increases.  Idealized grain-coating  or  pore-filling pore habits  are  often
used in cylindrical  tube models,  Kozeny type models,  and numerical  simulations
[Kang  et  al.,  2016] to  calculate  the  effective  permeability  of  hydrate-bearing
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sediments,  and these results could be improved by considering a more realistic
hydrate morphology within pore spaces.  Besides, previously hypothesized but not
observed prior  to  this  study  [Choi  et  al.,  2014],  is  that  cementing  hydrate  can
become pore-filling if the conditions are changed from excess-gas to excess-water.
This  has  implications  in  laboratory  research  on  methane  hydrate,  and  also  on
understanding the seismic and mechanical  properties  of  natural  hydrate-bearing
sediments.
4.5 Particle size
All  hydrate  particles  should  have  similar  particle  size  or  similar  surface
curvature when in equilibrium. Pore size, initial  phase saturations (excess-gas or
excess-water), and proximity to additional mass supply affect hydrate particle size.
Water  vapor  pressure  under  excess-gas  conditions  and  methane  concentration
under excess-water conditions in equilibrium with hydrate particle are proportional
to hydrate surface curvature (alternatively inversely proportional to hydrate particle
size),  and a difference  in  hydrate particle  size  could  result  in  Ostwald ripening.
Hydrate  formation  is  preferential  in  small  pores  under  excess-gas  conditions,
developing  hydrate  particles  in  similar  sizes  in  early  stage  before  evolving  into
larger particles. With Ostwald ripening, the average hydrate particle size grows with
time while numbers of particles reduces (e.g., the evolution sequence in Figure 8,
note the area in green circles); similar results has been observed with THF hydrate
[Mahabadi et al., 2016b]. The size can be mostly larger than 30 microns several
days after the initial formation and smaller particles diminish eventually with the
pressure and temperature conditions used in this study. Due to varied affinities to
neighboring phases, hydrate particles under excess-gas conditions tends to show
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larger aspect ratio (longer dimension vs. shorter dimension), compared to circular
particles under excess-water condition.
If the pore size in the sediment is smaller than the average hydrate particle
size, for example, 30 microns in this study, the hydrate particles almost completely
fill some of the pores but leave the rest empty (See small pores in Figure 6d). In this
case, a patch type hydrate distribution forms  [Dai et al., 2012] and distinction of
pore  habit  would  not  be  significant  anymore;  and  patchy  hydrate  distribution
exhibits unique mechanical and hydrological behaviors [Dai et al., 2012; Mahabadi
et al., 2019; Mahabadi et al., 2016a]. On the other hand, in coarse sediments with
larger pores, hydrate particles can adopt abovementioned pore habits depending on
the formation condition. Published experiments on sands have been using a large
range of particle sizes, from 100 μm to 3000 μm [Chen and Espinoza, 2018; Choi et
al., 2014;  Ta et al., 2015], and pore size varies in an even wider range in natural
layered subsea sands and sub-arctic sands. Special attention should be paid to the
particle  and  pore  size  when  interpreting  the  influence  of  pore  habit  on  the
associated physical properties. 
4.6 Trapped fluid
Hydrate can trap some fluid such as methane gas and brine with elevated
salt concentration (Figure 8), especially when hydrate saturations are high. These
trapped  fluids  do  not  contribute  to  hydraulic  flow,  and  the  measured  hydraulic
conductivities are the same as if these inclusions were hydrate. The existence of
gas can greatly reduce the P-wave velocity in hydrate free sediments due to the
sharp reduction in bulk modulus of the overall sediment, while this reduction trend
can be dampened when the gas inclusions are covered by thick hydrate shells. The
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hydrate  saturation  estimation  based  on  measured  acoustic  properties  could
overestimate the hydrate saturation. Similarly, if the increase of chlorinity due to
ion-exclusion  during  hydrate  formation  is  used  to  determine  hydrate  saturation
[Torres et al., 2011], the result may not fully reflect the reality since there could be
a chlorinity difference between the trapped fluid and connected fluid, especially at
high hydrate saturation locations with increasing chances of having trapped fluid. 
4.7 Implications to natural hydrate
Laboratory tests to mimic natural hydrate presence and habit are inevitably
constrained by limited reaction time, simplified sediment textures, and microscopic
scale of the observation range, and any attempts to directly extrapolate laboratory
observations to natural phenomena should respect these limitations. Acknowledging
the limitations, we have tried to conjecture pore-behavior characteristics of natural
methane  hydrate  emplaced  in  sandy  sediments.  Our  experimental  settings  for
hydrate formation consisted of excess-gas conditions, followed by brine injection,
and excess-water conditions with gas either released from preexisting hydrate or
injected. These conditions were designed to mimic natural sand reservoirs with gas-
rich  layers  under  saturated  formations.  Volumetric  gas  contents  in  the  gas-rich
layers can vary widely depending on mechanisms and rates of gas supply, origin of
gas, and eventually diminish as gas turns into hydrate and dissolves into migrating
water.  We  expect  natural  hydrate  under  stable  conditions  (sufficient  time  after
initial formation) forming isolated particles, or cementing or mineral-coating hydrate
under excess-gas condition initially. Hydrate particles can grow large (>30 μm in
diameter) depending on pore sizes or merge together to form more stable hydrate
masses.  As water  migrates  into the formation  or  gas get  consumed by hydrate
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formation creating excess-water condition, cementing or mineral coating hydrate
can detach from sand surfaces,  particularly near  the hydrate stability  condition,
and/or migrate with water and aggregate in larger pores and evolve towards pore-
filling hydrate. Eventually after hydrate formation is completed and the pore space
fills with water, hydrate in the pore space would be largely pore-filling, even load
bearing if external stress changes the mechanical assembly of particles. In a water-
saturated  porous  medium, pore-filling hydrate is  more likely  to  be encountered,
because the sand surface shows more affinity to water (contact angle θhw ≈ 120° if
silica sand) than to hydrate. Important however is that the pore-filling hydrate has
less contact area with sand particles. If the hydrate is initially formed in excess-gas
environment,  some  of  the  cementing  hydrate  could  grow  into  bigger  hydrate
particles and preserve the initial cementing portion (Compare yellow circled area in
Figures  7d  and  7c).  Therefore,  pore  habit  and  the  presence  and  contents  of
inclusions  of  natural  methane  hydrate  could  be  used  to  infer  its  formation
environment and history. In addition, understanding the behavior of hydrate under
these conditions and its dissociation and reforming to respond to changes in the
environment help to better predict the mechanical, geophysical, and hydrological
properties of hydrate-bearing porous media. 
5. Conclusion
This study visualizes the 3D pore habit of methane hydrate and its evolution
in porous sediments using micro-CT. Hydrate formation and fluid injection through
sand packed specimens under hydrate stable pressure and temperature over 13
days clearly shows that hydrate formation is a very dynamic process. Intense mass
migration  occurs  during  hydrate  formation.  Flowing  brine  into  these  specimens
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impacts  evolution  of  hydrate  habit  and  its  resulting  form  in  brine-saturated
environments. The evolution of pore habit reflects equilibration processes to find
optimal condition for stable hydrate in response to changes in saturation of phases
with  varied affinities  to  each  other,  the  hydrate  stability  boundary  with  varying
salinity,  local  gradients  in  molecular  activities  including molecular  diffusion,  and
global advective flows of water and gas. These observations captured under varied
conditions  modeling  natural  processes  using  high  resolution  CT  scans  provides
valuable insights into natural hydrate pore behavior and responses to stimulations.
A few key observations can be summarized as follows:
Hydrate nucleation in this study mainly occurs on water-gas interfaces. Dew
droplets could be potential  nucleation sites in experiments with low initial  water
saturations.
Hydrate growth is always accompanied by mass migration of hydrate forming
constituents.  We  identify  three  hydrate  growth/evolution  mechanisms:  hydrate
growth over sand particle surfaces, hydrate growth via water/brine invasion into gas
pockets featuring hydrate shell breakage and hydrate tubes, and extended hydrate
morphology evolution via diffusion of water vapor in excess-gas environments and
dissolved methane in excess-water environments.
The  hydrate  surface  tends  be  round  and  smooth  under  excess-water
conditions,  and  relatively  angular  in  excess-gas  cases.  Contact  angle  between
hydrate and quartz sand under excess-gas conditions ranges from 40° to 100°, and
increases to ~120° under excess-water conditions. Hydrate particle size increases
with time due to Ostwald ripening and sizes of hydrate particles are similar at given
time.
Excess-gas  systems host  cementing  and mineral-coating  hydrate  and this
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hydrate  occupies  small  pores  and  pore  throats  first.  By  contrast,  excess-water
systems  develop  mainly  pore-filling  hydrate  preferentially  in  large  pores.  Brine
injection into excess-gas systems shifts the hydrate pore-habit from cementing and
mineral-coating  to  pore-filling.  Pore  habit  is  less  important  when  the  hydrate
particle  size  gets  larger  than  the  size  of  pores  as  the  hydrate  particles  almost
completely fill some of the pores but leave the rest empty.
Natural  gas  hydrate  is  anticipated  to  be  larger  than  laboratory  formed
hydrate  particles  due  to  longer  exposure  to  Ostwald  ripening,  and  longer
equilibration times, with similar particle sizes in round shape, and mostly pore-filling
under brine saturated condition. 
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Table 1. Technical parameters of three types of CT scan configurations. Refer to 
specification of Zeiss/Xradia XCT-400 for further details on the detector.
Scan type Detect
or
Resolution 
[μm]
Voxel 
number
Scan time 
[hour]
Overview Macro
70
10 10243 6
Middle 
resolution
4X 4.6 5123 13
Fine 
resolution
4X 2.3 (1.15) 10243
(20483)
64-76
998
999
1000
1001
Table 2. Test conditions summary. 
Test No.a Stepsb t
[hour]
Pc
[MPa]
Tc
[°C]
Saturation rate 
[%]d
Fig.
No. 
Pre-step operations Note
MH DI/KIe Gas
ExG-1 Initial 0-68 13.79 24 0 -- -- -- Sample preparation, then P↑ CPg=1.38 
MPa
nh=0.30
Hydrate 68-217 13.79 4.5 9 -- 91 5 T↓
ExG-2 Initial 0-24 13.79 23 0 27 73 4 Sample preparation, then P↑ CP=1.38 
MPa
n=0.35
Hydrate 24-120 13.79 12 34 0 66 4,5 T↓
ExG-KI-1 Initial 0-72 0 25 0 -- -- -- Sample preparation, then T↓  CP=1.03 
MPa
n=0.36
Hydrate 72-146 12.41 10 35 0 65 5 P↑
KI 146-
308
12.41 10 46 53 1 6 KI injection at current P-T
ExG-KI-2 Initial 0-5 0 25 0 -- -- -- Sample preparation CP=1.38 
MPa
n=0.34
Hydrate 5-45 6.89 4 34 (MH+DI) 66 -- P↑, then T↓
KI 45-120 6.89 4 39 58 3 6 KI injection at T≈Tphf to unclog 
flowlines
ExG-KI-3 Initial 0-24 10.69 24 0 13 87 7 Sample preparation, then P↑ CP=1.38 
MPa
n=0.37
Hydrate 24-126 10.69 5 33 0 67 5,7 T↓
KI 126-
240
10.69 5 59 36 5 6,7 KI injection at current P-T
ExW-1 Initial 0-24 11.38 14 0 44 56 8a T↑ in a closed system from ExG-
KI-3
CP=1.38 
MPa
n=0.37KI 24-240 10.34 4 41 58 1 8b-
d,11
T↓
ExW-2 Initial 0-24 11.03 23 0 -- -- -- Sample preparation, P↑ & T↓ CP=1.38 
MPa
n=0.33
Hydrate 24-48 11.03 4.5 92 (MH+DI) 8 9,11 DI flush
aExG=Excess-gas condition; ExW=Excess-water condition; KI=KI solution injection.
bInitial=Condition before hydrate formation; Hydrate=Hydrate exists, maybe together with deionized water; 
KI=Hydrate coexists with KI solution.
cAverage value, pressure varies when the system is isolated by closed valves during scan and temperature oscillates
in each scan.
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
dSegmented from CT images. 
eDI=Deionized water (text underlined), KI=KI solution.
fTph=Temperature on phase boundary of methane hydrate with current pressure.
gCP= lateral effective stress, which equals the difference between confining fluid and pore fluid. 
hn=porosity, which does not change during hydrate formation/dissociation.
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
Figure 1. Experiment setup showing pressure, temperature and effective stress 
control, and CT scan configuration.
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
Figure 2. Pressure-temperature trajectories during the tests (refer to the numbers in
Table 2 for actual pressure and temperature values). Green and blue lines show two
paths: a) path: decrease the temperature, conduct the reference scan, and increase
pressure to form hydrate, b) path: increase pressure, conduct reference scan, and 
then decrease temperature to form hydrate. The second row shows the pressure-
temperature path during brine injection. The third row shows the pressure-
temperature response of the specimen during hydrate formation triggered by 
temperature decrease in a closed system.
Pressure-temperature and phase 
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Figure 3. Pressure-temperature evolution during hydrate formation and dissociation.
a) Thermal spike indicating hydrate nucleation followed by pressure drop associated
gas consumption, and b) Freshening effect and the induced phase boundary shift 
during hydrate dissociation. 
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Figure 4. Water migration during hydrate formation (ExG-2 in Table 1). a) Projection 
at 5 minutes after the thermal spike minus projection at the reference point before 
hydrate formation: blue area  = mass loss, red area = mass gain; b) Projection at 81
hours after the thermal spike minus reference point; c) One vertical slice of the 3D 
reconstructed image: water is concentrated in the lower part; d) High resolution 
image that corresponds to the marked zone in c); e) Initial water distribution and 
hydrate evolution over 81 hours after thermal spike at two locations shown in d): 
Slice B gains water from surrounding to form hydrate but slice A loses all the water 
at the end. 
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S=Sand Particle, DI=Deionized water in cyan, H= Methane Hydrate in blue, and 
G=Methane Gas. 
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Figure 5. Hydrate saturation and pore habit resulting from hydrate formation under 
gas-excess conditions. Most of the hydrate-gas boundaries are clear except in d), 
where extended evolution is in progress. From a) to d) test number (time for 
hydrate formation): ExG-1 (77h-149h), ExG-KI-1 (54h-74 h), ExG-KI-3 (80h-102h) 
and ExG-2 (68h-81h).
Sh≈5% n≈36% Sh≈13% n≈36% Sh≈25% n≈41% Sh≈94% n≈32%
S=Sand Particle, H=Methane Hydrate in blue, and G=Methane Gas. 
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Figure 6. Hydrate morphology after KI solution injection. Injection occurs when the 
system is deep into hydrate stability field in a) (ExG-KI-3), c) and d), but close to 
phase boundary in b) (ExG-KI-2). c) and d) are from the same experiment (ExG-KI-1)
but different locations in two layers of sand with Ottawa sand c) and F110 sand d). 
b) is scanned shortly after the injection, while the rest is in relative stable condition.
Local hydrate saturation in d) is higher than in c) because the small pores in d) 
preserves more water initially before hydrate formation in excess gas condition. 
S=Sand Particle, KI=KI solution, H= Methane Hydrate in blue, and G=Methane Gas.
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Figure 7. 3D view of hydrate formation in gas-excess system and its morphology 
evolution after brine injection deep inside hydrate stability field (ExG-KI-3). a) Initial 
state, b) 6-18 hours after thermal spike: hydrate formation in gas-excess system, c) 
42-102 hours after thermal spike: hydrate evolution, d) 6-18 hours after KI solution 
injection, e) 24-36 hours after KI solution injection, f) 54-114 hours after KI solution 
injection, and g)-i) are 3D distribution of water and hydrate corresponding to the 
areas in the red boxes in a), c), and f) respectively. The majority of hydrate in h) 
evolves towards pore-filling in i) after brine injection; meanwhile yellow circled area 
in d) contains cementing hydrate formed in c) which remains until the end of 
experiment.
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S=Sand Particle, KI=KI solution, DI=Deionized water in cyan, H= Methane Hydrate 
in blue in b)-f) and in green in h) and i), and G=Methane Gas.
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Figure 8. Hydrate formation in water-excess system (ExW-1). a) Initial state with 
smooth interfaces determined by Laplace equation between KI solution and 
methane gas, b) 6-18 hours after thermal spike: hydrate shell forms and some gas 
bubbles collapses, blue circles contain blurred gas pockets where brine invasion and
hydrate shell breakage occur during the scan. The yellow circle contains hydrate 
spike that will be further explained in Figure 11. c) 30-42 hours after thermal spike: 
hydrate formation further invades into gas pockets (red and blue circles). The sand-
gas interface in the red circle in a) is mostly covered by a layer of hydrate, showing 
grain coating hydrate growth, and d) 150-162 hours after thermal spike: most of the
methane gas has been transformed into hydrate, earlier formed gas hydrate 
particles merge into larger but less hydrate particles (area in the green circle). 
S=Sand Particle, KI=KI solution, H=Methane Hydrate, and G=Methane Gas.
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Figure 9. Hydrate formation in water-excess system (ExW-2). Hydrate spikes form 
when deionized water is used initially as shown in yellow circled area. There is a 
layer of hydrate between gas and water, not by image intensity, but indicated by 
the complex morphology in the yellow circled area that differs from the smooth 
interface between water and gas without hydrate in Figure 8a), yet the thickness of 
hydrate shell cannot be determined in this image due to similar density and X-ray 
absorption capability between methane hydrate and deionized water. 
S=Sand Particle, H=Methane Hydrate, and G=Methane Gas.
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Figure 10. Schematics showing mass migration during hydrate formation a)-c) and 
contact angle d). a) Water migration via water film, b) Water migration via water 
vapor through gas phase, c) Methane migration via diffusion of dissolved methane, 
and d) Contact angle to show relative affinities to sand surface. 
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Figure 11. Mechanism of hydrate spike formation (ExW-2 and ExW-1). a) and c) 
Hydrate spikes formation in deionized water environment, and b) and d) spikes in 
brine environment. The color intensity of brine in d) reflects the salt concentration. 
The length of spikes is shorter in brine condition due to ion-exclusion effect.
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